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What should Griceans say about the content of malapropisms? By ‘Griceanism’ here I mean any

theorist who is commi�ed to this:

No saying without meaning
What is said by speaker S in u�ering σ on a given occasion is constituted by S’s speaker
meaning

Some theorists argue that malapropisms provide counterexamples to Griceanism and support for

conventionalist or code-model theories of content.

Plan for this talk:

1. Examples of malapropisms and Marga Reimer’s (2004) conventionalist theory.

2. First objection: Argument from underspeci�cation.

3. Explain and argue for the ‘misarticulation’ theory of malapropisms.

4. Second objection to conventionalism: Argument from arbitrariness.

1 Malaprops and Reimer’s conventionalist theory

Focus on three types of cases.

1. Incidental malaprop: When John Kerry was presidential candidate in 2004, running

against Bush, he slipped while giving a speech and u�ered ‘wasabi’ instead of ‘Wahhabi.’

2. Persistentmalaprop: Reimer describes a colleaguewho persistently u�ered ‘obtuse’ when

he clearly meant that something was abstruse.

3. Intentional malaprop. Davidson (1986) uses an example where the speaker intentionally

u�ers ‘ba�e of wits’ instead of ‘ba�le of wits’ for comic e�ect.
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�e conventionalist gloss
In the �rst two types there is some proposition p such that the speaker actually said and

asserted p, without meaning p. In the �rst example, Kerry said something about wasabi
without meaning anything about wasabi. In the second the colleague said someone’s writ-

ing was obtuse without meaning that anyone’s writing was obtuse.1 It follows that speakers
say and assert things they don’t intend or mean to say or assert.

�estion: Why think the gloss is right?

Because of retraction data. Reimer: “�e speaker of a malaprop, upon being informed of the fact

that his use was non-standard, would likely agree that what he actually said was di�erent from

what he intended to say.” She continues:

[I]f we are going to develop a philosophically sound notion of saying, it would pre-

sumably be best to build it upon a pre-theoretical notion that is sensitive to a distinc-

tion that has clear explanatory value: the distinction between saying and (speaker)

meaning. �is is a distinction that allows us to explain (inter alia) the coherence of
claiming that one doesn’t always mean what one says. (p. 322)

Reimer’s message: Posit a distinction between saying and meaning to explain why it is coher-

ent for speakers to describe malapropisms in terms of the distinction.

�estion: What then �xes the content of malaprops?

Conventionalist answer: Language is like a game. By engaging in the rule governed activity

of speaking English, the speaker tacitly agrees to have his u�erances interpreted in accordance

with the conventions of the language. �us, the colleague asserted that someone’s writing was

obtuse while meaning that it was abstruse.

Conventionalist theory of malapropisms
When speaker S u�ers malaprop-sentence µ, the content of what S says is determined by

the contextually relativized conventional meaning (‘crc-meaning’) of µ which is,

say, proposition p.

2 First objection: Underspeci�cation

Kerry u�ered (1) but planned to u�er (2).

(1) Wasabi is a dangerous sect.

(2) Wahhabi is a dangerous sect.

What exactly is the crc-meaning of ‘wasabi’ in (1)? Consider three options:

1
Describing the third type of case is somewhat more complicated, so I leave it until we have more theoretical

machinery on the table.
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(i) Condiment popular on sushi.

(ii) Plant of the Brassicacae family, from which the condiment is produced.

(iii) Indeterminate between (i) and (ii).

Assume Kerry has only ever u�ered ‘wasabi’ to mean (i) and is only vaguely aware that ‘wasabi’

is also the name of the plant.

Convention is not su�cient to determine (i) and the context is no help either: �e u�erance is

made in the context of a speech that has nothing to do with any plant or condiment.

Suggestion: If wasabi-as-condiment is more salient in Kerry’s mind only this meaning would play

a role in any causal explanation of the malaprop. If so, wouldn’t this su�ce to determine the

crc-meaning of ‘wasabi’ in (1)?

�ough promising, this is not open to the conventionalist: Le�ing causal history override crc-

meaning doesn’t leave much over for the la�er to explain.

�e same considerations count more strongly against (ii). What about (iii)? �is cannot be the

conventionalist’s answer in general. Consider another example: S planned to u�er ‘Take those

dead bats to the tank’ but performs the speech error of perseveration and u�ers (3).
2

(3) Take those dead bats to the bank.

If option (iii) is endorsed, conventionalism predicts thatwhat is said by (3), relative to context, is

indeterminate between two meanings of the sequence /bank/. For many cases, the theory would

be le� with no single answer to the question: What is said by the malaprop-sentence?

3 �e misarticulation theory of malapropisms

�eGriceanmove should be touse themodel ofmispronunciation on all varieties of speech
error.

Misarticulation theory of malapropisms
When speaker S u�ers malaprop-sentence µ, what is said is �xed by S’s communicative

intention in u�ering µ, for example p. �is is so even if µ happens to be standardly u�ered,

in S’s language, to say something other than p.

Furthermore: Whenever S misspeaks there is some expression σ in S’s language such that S
misarticulated σ as µ (‘the target-error pair’).

2Perseveration is when an earlier segment of speech replaces a later item, so, here, the segment /b/ replaces

segment /t/ (cf. Carroll 2007: ch. 8; Fromkin 1973; Levelt 1993: ch. 9). Because of the idiomatic expression ‘can take

it to the bank’—meaning, roughly, that someone can depend on the truth of what one says—the slip in (3) might also

be explained as a case of substitution, where part of the sentence u�ered is in�ltrated by an unrelated expression.
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Spelling out the advantages of misarticulation theory:

1. Captures the full range of speech errors, also thosemade by, for example, people learning

a second language. (Speakers of Icelandic pronouncing ‘West Village’ as ‘VestWillage,’ etc.)

2. �e lack of invariance problem: no one-to-one correspondence between acoustic signals

and perceptual categorization into phonetic segments.
3

3. �e lexical bias e�ect: a tendency for speech errors to produce words rather than non-

word strings.
4

Speech perception involves all sorts of automatic mechanisms compensating for context-induced

variation in acoustic cues. Philosophers have tended to overlook these in favor of cases where

speakers appear to say something other than they intended.

�e semantics of malaprop-expressions usually �gure only minimally in the best explanations

of their occurrence. Target-error pairs predominantly share many phonetic and morphological

properties (stress pa�erns, syllable number, etc.). Malapropism should be seen in light of articu-

latory variance more generally.

(A) �e easy case
Icelander u�ers (4) meaning to say that she brought the wine.5

(4) I brought the vine.

For the purposes of semantics and pragmatics (4) should not, merely because ‘vine’ happens to

be a word in English, be considered any di�erent from misarticulations resulting in non-word

strings. �e speaker simply pronounced ‘wine’ as ‘vine,’ full stop. Hearer’s compensation is au-
tomatic in this kind of case.

(B) �e hard case
Unintuitively, misarticulation theory predicts that speakersmight articulate or pronounce ‘Frank’

as ‘Joanne,’ Start with a real-life example. Many media outlets once reported something like this:

(5) Obama was killed.

Consider two kinds of explanation:

1. Freudian: (5) manifests the speaker’s repressed desire.
6

3
See, e.g., Appelbaum (1996).

4
My two year old can only pronounce the name ‘Oliver’ as ‘olive oil’—the English is very similar to the Icelandic—

which, I presume, is partly explained by lexical bias since she learned the la�er �rst.

5
Karen Green (2001: 242) also gives a good example of a persistent malapropism that �ts this theory well. In a

school project, her young son wrote, “Hitler was the leader of the nasty party.” In this case the speaker misarticulates

‘Nazi’ as ‘nasty.’ Admi�edly, the case is more complex, since he may also have had the (true) belief that Hitler was
the leader of the nasty party. But if this is a malaprop at all, and not just a plain expression of this true belief, we

must also assume that /nasty/ is his erroneous way of articulating ‘Nazi.’

6
Even Ted Kennedy confused the names, making the Freudian explanation seem far-fetched.
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2. Phonetic: �e target-error pair clearly shares phonetic and high-level semantic features.

Anticipation e�ect is also possible: ‘Osama’ activates ‘Bin Laden’ and this makes the acti-

vated /b/ segment replace the earlier /s/ segment.
7

�e phonetic explanation is more powerful. Empirical work shows that most target-error pairs
share nonsemantic features that �gure in best explanations. Although there are slips where the

phonetic explanation is not as obvious, they should not dictate theoretical choices.

If the speaker had u�ered ‘Ofama’ instead of ‘Obama’ no one would have thought that she had

unintentionally said anything about anyone.

Remember the Wahhabi/wasabi example: If the crc-meaning meaning of ‘Obama’ underspeci�es

its intended reference on a given occasion of u�erance there is nothing to �x or determine which
Obama is referred to in (5).

4 Second objection: Arbitrariness

To be clear: �e issue is not decided simply by discovering the right causally explanatory theory

of malaprops. Conventionalism is strictly compatible with any such theory since it only claims

that what is said by malapropism µ is identical to µ’s crc-meaning.

Argument from arbitrariness

1. Conventionalism makes a sharp distinction between word and non-word producing

errors: the �rst kind says something but the la�er says nothing.

2. �is content error/empty error distinction crosscuts any distinction made by a plau-

sible explanatory theory.

3. Content errors are largely explained by lexical bias. �e bias constrains the space of

probable errors, but is thoroughly phonetic and morpho-syntactic in function.

4. �e content error/empty error distinction is completely arbitrary.

If the crc-meaning of error expressions plays no fundamental role in explaining their occurrence,

it is hard to see why they should �gure in content assignments to malapropisms.

5 What about intentional malaprops?

Malaprops in name only for the speaker doesn’t make any mistake at all; he uses an expression

the u�erance of which would constitute a mistake in some di�erent context, e.g. a context where

the speaker falsely believes that ‘ba�le’ should be pronounced /ba�e/.

More importantly: intended malaprops don’t provide occasion for disagreement between the

conventionalist and the misarticulation theorist. On Reimer’s account (6) gets assigned its crc-

meaning, namely that a ba�e of wits ensued.
7Anticipation is the opposite of perseveration, e.g. ‘bake my bike’ replaces ‘take my bike’ (Carroll 2007: 195).
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(6) A ba�e of wits ensued.

Certainly, Reimer adds, the speaker also communicates, by association, that what happened was

a ba�le of wits and that it was in some way cause for ba�ement.

�e Gricean is free to concur, for the most part.

�e Gricean or relevance theoretic view?
‘Ba�e of wits’ in (6) expresses an ad hoc concept ba�ing ba�le of wits or ba�e of wits* (call
it ‘C’). C is ad hoc relative to the u�ered expression ‘ba�e of wits,’ but it is actually encoded

linguistically by the longer expression ‘ba�ing ba�le of wits.’ Since it has certain positive

cognitive e�ects—e.g. being funny—to express C with the shorter expression rather than

the longer, it was chosen by the speaker of (6) on this occasion.
8
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